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If the weigh function satisfies w'(0) = 0 
and w(1) = 0 then the weighted residual 
statement becomes:
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We prove that if weighted residual holds for all 
weights then we recover the exact solution.

1. Error inside the domain (residual 
interior): error in satisfying the PDE 
(ODE).

2. Error at essential BCs
3. Error at natural BCs

We have three errors:

For any of these errors we can satisfy it 
strongly OR weakly. By weakly we mean 
that the error is multiplied by a weight 
function and added to general WRS

We always satisfy the PDE (Ri) weakly 
because it's very difficult to look for 
functions that exactly satisfy the PDE 
(otherwise the problem was solved to 
begin with!)
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begin with!)

I provide 3 different WRS where each 
time a few residuals are satisfied weakly.

WRSs when each time a few of the 
residuals are weakly satisfied
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residuals are weakly satisfied

Option 1: satisfy ALL residuals weakly -> 
all of them will be multiplied by weights 
and added to WRS
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Then the solution u is the exact solution.
We can satisfy Ru, Rf weakly (as written 
above)
Or satisfy 1 or both of them strongly.

- Ru involved lower half of derivative 
orders from PDE

- If Ru is satisfied exactly we get of rid 
of high order derivative weights (such 
as w' above) appearing in WRS.

Satisfying Ru strongly is better than Rf 
strongly because:

Option 2: Only satisfy Ru strongly
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Option 3: This time we satisfy both 
essential and natural BCs strongly:
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This option is not very popular, because 
finding candidate solutions that 
simultaneously satisfy essential and 
natural BCs itself is a difficult task. 
Especially, natural BCs are difficult to 
satisfy strongly because they involve 
derivatives (orders m, …, 2m - 1)

Option 4: satisfy natural BC strongly and essential 
weakly (No sane person does this)

---- option 3, for our example
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So basically the popular options are 
option 1 and option 2:

C2 too restrictive for V space where as 
C0 too relaxed for W (weight function 
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C0 too relaxed for W (weight function 
space)!

Do integration by parts to BALANCE 
derivative orders:
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